In this paper we investigate situations in which the space Q(A') of continuous, real-valued functions on A1 is a Borel subset of the product space R*. We show that for completely regular, nondiscrete spaces, C"( X) cannot be a Gs. an Fa, or a GSo subset of Rx, but it can be an FaS or GSaS subset.
I. Introduction Let Cn(X) be the set of continuous real-valued functions on a topological space X, and topologize C"(X) as a subspace of the full product Rx. Assuming that there are enough continuous functions on X to separate points, CV(X) is a dense subspace of R*. In this paper we examine situations in which Cw( X) is a Borel subset of Rx and occurs very early in the Borel hierarchy of Rx. We prove that if X is completely regular, C"(X) cannot be a Gs, GSa or Fa subset of Rx unless X is discrete. Examples show that C"( X) can be a GSaS or FaS subset of Rx. In another paper [LMP] it will be shown that C"(X) can have arbitrarily high Borel or projective class in Rx and that C"(X) may be entirely outside of the projective hierarchy even when AT is countable.
In what follows, no separation axioms are assumed unless specifically stated, except that completely regular spaces are assumed to be Tx. However, this lack of separation is partially an illusion, since all of our main results (Theorems 1, 6, and 7) deal with situations where CV(X) is dense in R* and that is known to be equivalent to the separation axiom "given distinct points x and y of X, some continuous /: X -> R has f(x)¥=f(y)."
(Such a space is said to be completely Hausdorff.) Examples 10 and 11 show the crucial role played by this separation axiom in our pp. _ For any set S, both S and cl(S) will be used to denote the closure of S.
II. Certain discrete spaces. Our first result was originally obtained in [LM] using a complicated proof. We begin by presenting an elementary proof which has the advantage (over the proof in [LM] ) that no separation axioms are assumed. and <b[CJ X)] c R* -CW(X). Thus R* -CW(X) also contains a dense Gs subset of R* which is impossible because Rx is a Baire space [dG] and in a Baire space any pair of dense Gs sets has nonvoid intersection. D We next examine the situation where C"(X) is a GSa subset of R*. For completely Hausdorff spaces this also occurs only when X is discrete, but the proof is surprisingly complicated compared to the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition.
The following properties of a completely regular space X are equivalent:
(a) given any collection {(Da, Ca)\a G A) where Da c Ca, Da is a zero set, Ca is a cozero set and Ca n Cß= 0 whenever a =f= ß, the set U{ Da\a e A } is a zero set;
(b) the union of any disjoint collection of zero sets is again a zero set; (c) X is discrete.
Proof. Obviously (c) => (b) => (a). To prove the converses, we need to know that (a) implies ( * ) Each zero set in A' is a cozero set in X.
Assume (a) holds and let C be a cozero set in X. Then there is a continuous /:
Define subsets E" and E'" of (0,1] as follows: To prove (b), given any disjoint family {Da \ a e A} of zero sets, we let Ca = Da. By (*), each Ca is a cozero set so that we may apply (a) to the collection {(Da, Ca)\a g A} to conclude that U{ Da\a e A} is a zero set, as required.
Finally, assume (b) and let pel Suppose { p} is not open. Let 3) be a maximal disjoint collection of zero sets, each contained in X -{ p}. Let W be any neighborhood of p. Because {p} ¥= W, if W nUS= 0, then we could find a zero set Z c W -{p} contrary to maximality of S¿. HenceU 3)is dense in X. But, from (b), U 3) is a zero set so U 3) is both closed and dense in X contrary toU^c X -{ p). Hence X must be discrete. D 3. Remark. In general, assertion ( * ) in the proof of Lemma 2 is not equivalent to discreteness of X: consider X = [0, wj, in which each countable ordinal is isolated, while Wj has its usual neighborhoods. However, if each point of X is a limit point of a countable set, or if each point of A' is a Gs in X, then ( * ) does imply that X is discrete.
In order to apply Proposition 2 to the case where C"(X) is a GSa subset of Rx, we need two rather technical lemmas. In what follows, given / g R* and B c X,
Rx\g(x) =f(x) for each x g B}. 4 . Lemma. Let A be any set and let H be a Gs-subset of RA. Suppose B0 is a fixed finite subset of A. Let e: BQ -» R be a fixed function and suppose 8: A -> [0, oo) is given. Let P= {gGR"|0<g(x)<S(x)/o/-xG/f -B0} nE(e,B0).
Then either (a) there is a finite set B c A -B0 and a function h g P having P n E(h, B) n H = 0; or (b) there are functions g0, gx g H having g0(x) + gx(x) = 8(x) for each x g A -B0.
Proof. Write H = C\{U"\n > 1} where Ux z) U2 => • • ■ are open in RA. Suppose (a) fails. Then for each h g P and each finite B c A -B0, P n E(h, B) n H # 0.
Fix fx G P and let B = 0. There is a function fx<=PnHr) E(fx, 0). Because fx g H c i/j, there is a finite set Bx 3 ß0 such that l?(/¿, 5J c t^.
Suppose n > 1 and we have constructed finite sets ßl5...,Bn and functions/fc, /¿ for 1 < k < n satisfying:
(d)/* + 1 ^PnHn E(fk + l, Bk)ifk+1< n, (e) £(/*, Bt) C Vk if * « «. We obtain /" + 1,/"+1 and 5" + 1 as follows. Define
otherwise.
Because /" g j°, we know that 0 < f"(x) < 8(x) for each x g A -B0. Hence
for each x & Bn-B0, so that f" + x g P. Since (a) fails, PHHn E(fn + X, B") * 0. Choose /"+1 g P n // n £(/" + 1, BJ. Since /" + 1 g tf c U"+1, there is a finite set Bn + X D £" such that E(fn + 1, Bn + X) c t/B+1. Therefore fn + i'fn + i an(f ^n + i are defined, as required.
Fix n and x g £" -B0. Then/n + 1(x) =/" + 1(x) = SO) -/"(x), and/n + 20) = fn + 2(x) = SO) -/.++($)• Therefore, /" + 2(x) = S(x) -(S(x) -/"(x)) =/"(x)-It follows that for x g Bln,f2k(x) = /2"(x) for every k ^ n. Therefore we may define a function C \ = \^x^ »f-« GÄ2» for some«, g 10 ifxeyi -U~=1£2" = ^l -U?_0*n.
Fix n and x G B2n. Since g0(x) = AnO) we see that g0 g E(f2n, B2n) c U2n. Since t/j => t/2 D ■ • • we have g0 g n~=1í/" = #. Now define
Fix n and x G B2n + l. If x G B0 then gx(x) = e(x) = f2"+\(x), so suppose x ĝ 2" + i -Bo-Then x g 52n + 2, so that g0(x) = f2n + 2(x) and f2n + 2(x) = 8(x) -/2»+i(*). because x g 52" + 1 -£0. Thus g0(x) = 8(x) -f2n + x(x) for each x g #2"+i -5o* and so f2n + x(x) = 8(x) -g0(x) = gx(x). Let Px = { g g R^ |0 < g(x) < f(x) for all x g A}. We apply Lemma 4 to Px and Hx. If there are functions g0, gx g //j with g0 + gi = /, it would follow that g0 + gj = / is also in G. Hence there is a finite set Ax c A and a function hx & Px such that Pj n HXD E(hx, Ax) = 0.
For induction hypothesis suppose n > 1 and that we have pairwise disjoint finite sets^!,.. .,An and functions h x,..., h " satisfying:
(a)hk + x\B = hk\B provided k + 1 < n where B = Ax U ■ ■ • U Ak;
(b) hk g PA = {g g R"|0 < g(x) < (l/Ar)/(x) for x é^Á -(Ax U • • • U Ak-\)) n (nkj-¡E(hj, Aj)) provided k < n; (c) 7/A n />A n £(Aft, y4A) = 0 provided ¿ < n.
To obtain A" + 1 and An + X we proceed as follows. Let B0 = Ax U ■ ■ ■ U An and define e: B0 -» [0, oo) by e(x) = hk(x) when x G Ak. Let &+1 = {gGR^|0<g(x)<(« + l)^/(x)forxG/( -BQ) HE(e,B0).
Apply Lemma 4 to Pn + X and //" + 1. If there are functions g0, gx g Hn + X c G having g0(x) + gj(x) = (« + l)_1/(x) for each x e A -B0, define
Since {x g A \d(x) * 0} is finite, d g G. Therefore </ + (« + l)(g0 + gx) g G. But
for each x G A, d(x) + (n + l)(g0(x) + gx(x)) = f(x), contradicting/ G G. Hence there is a function hn + x g Pn + X and a finite set An + X c A -B0 such that 0 = Hn + X n pn + i n £(*«+i> ^"+i)-Since »n+i g Pn + X c £(¿, ß0), we have h"+x\Ak = hk\Ak whenever k < n. Thus the induction continues.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 6. Theorem. For any space X, if C"(X) is a dense GSa subset of Rx, then X is discrete.
Proof. Suppose Theorem 6 has been proved for all completely regular spaces, and suppose that ^"is a topology on X such that Q( X, if) is a dense GSa subset of R*. Then (X, &~) is completely Hausdorff (cf. §1). Let ^be the topology on X having the family {/"'[í/]|/g C"(X, 3~) and U is open in R} as a subbase. Then ^c 3ã nd (X, ¿f) is completely regular and Hausdorff. Furthermore CW(X, 3T) and C"( X, Sf ) are identical subsets of R* so that Cv( X, if) is a dense GSa subset of R*. But then (X, if) is a discrete space. Because ^c y, so is (X, ST). Therefore it will be enough to prove Theorem 6 for an arbitrary completely regular space X.
According to Proposition 2, it will be enough to show that U{ Da: a g A} is a zero set provided Da is a zero set contained in a cozero set Ca, where {Ca\a g A} is a disjoint family. If X happens to be countable, then Rx is metrizable, so that each Fa set is a GSa set, showing that Cn(X) is not an Fa unless X is discrete. Different techniques show that the same conclusion holds even if X is not countable.
Theorem.
For any space X, if C"(X) is a dense Fa subspace of Rx then X is discrete.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6, it will be enough to prove this result for an arbitrary completely regular space X.
Assume that X has a nonisolated point p and that C"(X) = \Jf=QF¡, where F0 = 0 and every F¡ is closed inR*. We shall construct inductively a monotone sequence/0 < fx < f2 < • • • in [0,1]* and subsets U0 3 Ux D Ux 3 U2 3 U2 3 of X with the properties: Assume now that we have proved the existence of these sequences. Obviously, the pointwise limit of (/■)" i exists. Call this limit/and note \\i&lf\x_u = f\X-u f°r every /' and that/(D°l0c/) = {1}. This means, according to the induction hypothesis, that/ £ \JfL0F¡. We shall see, however, that/is continuous. If x G n°l0C/,, then for some i, x G U¡ and/|A._^ = fi\x-u-Since/,^ , , is continuous,/is continuous at x. If x G C\f=0U¡, then Û, "tó a neighborhood of x such that /(Í/,) c (1 -2"', 1}.
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